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	Distribution System Analysis and Automation (Power and Energy), 9781849196598 (1849196591), Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2013

	This is a comprehensive guide to the techniques that allow engineers to simulate, analyze and optimize power distribution systems. Combined with automation, these techniques underpin the emerging concept of the smart grid. This book is of interest to consultants, manufacturers, contractors, utility engineers working with power distribution systems and academics and advanced students of power engineering.

	

	Based on over 30 years of experience in the field of power systems.


	* Outlines a set of techniques that allow engineers to simulate, analyze, and optimize power distribution systems.

	* Describes “smart grid” as the entire network from electrical generating plants to customers, taking advantage of communication, advanced applications and information technology to guarantee a reliable and efficient electrical service.

	* Topics covered include; an overview of smart grid concepts and technology, distribution automation functions, fundamentals of distribution system analysis and short circuit calculation.
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Machine Learning with Python Cookbook: Practical Solutions from Preprocessing to Deep LearningO'Reilly, 2018

	
		This practical guide provides nearly 200 self-contained recipes to help you solve machine learning challenges you may encounter in your daily work. If you’re comfortable with Python and its libraries, including pandas and scikit-learn, you’ll be able to address specific problems such as loading data, handling text or...



		

Optimization Software Class Libraries (Operations Research/Computer Science Interfaces Series)Springer, 2002
Stefan Voß and David Woodruff have edited a carefully refereed volume by experts on optimization software class libraries. The book focuses on flexible and powerful collections of computational objects for addressing complex optimization problems. These component class libraries are suitable for use in the increasing number of optimization...

		

Electronics All-in-One For Dummies (For Dummies (Computers))For Dummies, 2017

	A comprehensive collection of 8 books in 1 offering electronics guidance that can't be found anywhere else!


	If you know a breadboard from a breadbox but want to take your hobby electronics skills to the next level, this is the only reference you need. Electronics All-in-One For Dummies has done the legwork for you...





	

Beginning Android Tablet ProgrammingApress, 2011

	Beginning Android Tablet Programming starts off by showing how to get your system ready for Android tablet programming. You won't need any previous Android experience, because you'll learn all about the basic structure of an Android program and how the Android operating system works—and then you'll learn how to...


		

Game Character Modeling and Animation with 3ds MaxFocal Press, 2007
Shows how to design, create and animate effective interactive characters using 3ds Max, which has a user base of 200,000 people!     

       This book takes you step-by-step through the process of creating a playable 3D character using 3DS Max.  

Offering a complete overview of the 3D real-time character asset creation...

		

Ultra Low-Power Electronics and Design (Solid Mechanics and Its Applications)Springer, 1988
Power consumption is a key limitation in many high-speed and high-data-rate electronic systems today, ranging from mobile telecom to portable and desktop computing systems, especially when moving to nanometer technologies. Ultra Low-Power Electronics and Design offers to the reader the unique opportunity of accessing in an easy and...
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